120 VAC
UL 12/24 VDC POWER SUPPLY
PIM400-485
ALLEGION INTEGRATED PARTNER ACP

UP TO 200’ TYPICAL BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
AD400 LOCK
AD400 LOCK

FINISHED FLOOR

NOTES:
* PROVIDE NETWORK CONNECTION AS REQUIRED BY ACP
** ALL WIRING MUST COMPLY WITH NFPA70 (NEC) & LOCAL CODES & MEET ACP PROVIDER REQUIREMENTS.

AD400 ALLEGION INTEGRATED PARTNER ACP RS485

Hardware Used:
1. UL Listed 12/24 VDC Power Supply
2. PIM400-485
3. Allegion AP Lock Integrated Partner ACP

Operation:
- Door Normally Closed & Locked
- Valid Credential Unlocks Door;
- Free Egress At All Times.
- Each PIM400-485 can support up to sixteen AD-400 devices.
- Consult Access Control System Provider for specific reader capacity and point-topoint wiring per ACP.

Type:
AD-400 INTEGRATED RS485 ACP